Exercise 1.
Write the base form:

Write the comparative form:
new ________________
long ________________
nice ________________
big _________________
good ________________

younger ______________
stronger_______________
better _______________
harder _______________
fatter ________________

fat __________________

more obviously __________

modern ______________

more expensive __________

friendly ______________

steadier _______________

famous ______________
Exercise 2.
Complete the sentences using the verbs in brackets in comparative form.
1. Their house is (big) _____________than ours.
2. This flower smells (nice) _________________than the other one.
3. Travelling by ferry is (good) ____________than travelling by metrobus.
4. The weather this winter is even (bad) __________than the last winter.
5. I think quantum physics is (difficult) _____________than English.
6. Joe’s car isn’t very fast. He wants a (fast) __________ one.
7. My job is very boring. I want to do something (interesting) ________________
8. The weather is very bad today. Yesterday it was much (good) ______________
9. People are rude these days. In the past they were (kind) __________________
10. This sofa is very old. That one looks (comfortable) _____________________

ANSWER KEY
Exercise 1.
Write the comparative form:
new _______newer_________
long _____longer___________
nice ____nicer____________
big ____bigger_____________
good ____better____________
fat _______fatter___________ modern
______more modern________ friendly
______more friendly________ famous
____more famous__________
Write the base form:
younger ________young______
stronger________strong_______ better
________good_______
harder _______hard________
fatter ______fat__________
more obviously ____obviously______
more expensive _____expensive_____
steadier ________steady_______

Exercise 2
Complete the sentences using the verbs in brackets in comparative form.
1. Their house is (big) ___bigger__________than ours.
2.
This flower smells (nice) ____nicer_____________than the other one.
3.
Travelling by ferry is (good) ___better_________than travelling by metrobus.
4.
The weather this winter is even (bad) ___worse_______than the last winter.
5.
I think quantum physics is (difficult) ____more difficult_________than English.
6.
Joe’s car isn’t very fast. He wants a (fast) ___faster_______ one.
7.
My job is very boring. I want to do something (interesting) ___more interesting.
8.
The weather is very bad today. Yesterday it was much (good) ____better.
9.
People are rude these days. In the past they were (kind) ____kinder.
10.
This sofa is very old. That one looks (comfortable) _____more comfortable.

Exercise 3.
Write the superlative form:
new ________________
long ________________
nice ________________
big _________________
good ________________
fat __________________
modern ______________
friendly ______________
famous ______________
Write the base form:
youngest ______________
strongest_______________
best _______________
hardest _______________
fattest ________________
most obviously __________
most expensive __________
steadiest _______________
most valuable ___________

Exercise 4.
Complete the sentences using the verbs in brackets in superlative form.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Their house is the (big) _____________ in our town.
This flower smells the (nice) _________________ of all.
Travelling by ferry is the (good) ____________ option to get around İstanbul.
The weather this summer is the (bad) __________since the 1980s.
I think quantum physics is the (difficult) _____________ subject.
Joe’s car isn’t very fast. He wants the (fast) __________ one.
I am working in one of the (interesting) ________________ projects in our company.
We will have the (good) ______________ summer holiday this year.
I’ve just met the (kind) _______________ person ever!
Mrs. Grant is the (old) ____________ person I know. She is 104 years old!

ANSWER KEY
Exercise 3.
Write the superlative form:
new _________newest_______
long ______longest__________
nice _____nicest___________
big _____biggest____________
good ____best____________
fat _______fattest___________
modern ____most modern__________
friendly ___most friendly___________
famous ____most famous__________
Write the base form:
youngest _____young_________
strongest_____strong__________
best ________good_______
hardest ____hard___________
fattest ______fat__________
most obviously ______obviously____
most expensive ______expensive____
steadiest ______steady_________
most valuable _____valuable______

Exercise 4.
Complete the sentences using the verbs in brackets in superlative form.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Their house is the (big) _____biggest________ in our town.
This flower smells the (nice) _____nicest____________ of all.
Travelling by ferry is the (good) __best__________ option to get around İstanbul.
The weather this summer is the (bad) ___worst_______since the 1980s.
I think quantum physics is the (difficult) __most difficult___________ subject.
Joe’s car isn’t very fast. He wants the (fast) ____fastest______ one.
I am working in one of the (interesting) __most interesting______ projects in our company.
We will have the (good) ____best__________ summer holiday this year.
I’ve just met the (kind) ___kindest____________ person ever!
Mrs. Grant is the (old) ____oldest________ person I know. She is 104 years old!

